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ABSTRACT. The present paper concerns certain divisibility properties of the

(integer) values of some polynomials naturally defined from characters and

modules of finite groups. A generalization of a theorem of K. Brown is obtained

in this context.

Introduction. Let G be a finite group, let S? be the poset of subgroups of

G ordered by inclusion and let p : 5? —► Z be the Möbius function, defined by,

p(l) — 1 and, if a G S? and a ^ 1, then J2i<b<a M&) = 0- If ^ is a set of

subgroups of G and x 1S a character of G, we define the polynomial

P(0>,X,x)= J2 Ma)x(xl<"U)°-
aeâ°

In this introduction we state only some consequences for our results.

COROLLARY A. Letp be a prime and x a p-rational character ofG. Let ¿P be

the set of p-subgroups of G, and let %? be the set of elementary Abelian p-subgroups

of G. Let n be any integer not divisible by p.

Then P(â°,x,x) = P(W,x,x) and \G\P divides P(£P,x,n). In particular, if

p\ \G\, zp_1 - 1 divides p\&\x,x) in Fp [x].

For any rational character x, by setting in Corollary An = 1, we obtain

J2aeá" v(aï — 0 nrod|G|p, a statement which is equivalent to a theorem of K.

Brown [1] for finite groups. Corollary A is in fact a special case of Corollary B.

COROLLARY B. Let m be a positive integer divisor of \G\ and let n be an integer

with (m,n) = 1. Let x be a character of G and assume that x is p-rational for all

primes p\m. Let JK be the set of subgroups of G of order dividing m, and let JK*

be the set of solvable elements in ^.

Then m divides both P(^#, x, n) and P(^#*, x, n). In particular xp~1 — 1 divides

P(JK, x, x) and P(^#*, x, x) in Fp [x] for every prime divisor p of m.

Denote by m(G) the Artin exponent of G, i.e., the smallest positive integer m

such that mlo is an integral linear combination of characters induced from the

trivial character of cyclic subgroups of G. m(G) always divides |G|. We note that

Lam [5] describes a method to calculate m(G).

COROLLARY C. Let x be a character of G. Let W be the collection of the cyclic

subgroups of G and n be an integer with (n,\G\/m(G)) = 1. Assume that x is

p-rational for every prime divisor p of \G\/m(G).
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Then |G|/m(G) divides P(W,x,n). In particular if p is a prime divisor of

|G|/m(G) then xp~l - 1 divides P(W,x,x) in Fp [x].

Similar results are established for every family of subgroups closed under conju-

gation, see Theorem 5. We turn now to the modular case. Let Fq be a finite field

and let M be an F9G-module. If a G 5? we define d(a) = dim(Gj^(o))- Then, if

¡P is a set of subgroups of G, we define

P{âa,M,x)= ^p(a)xd{al

COROLLARY D. Let m be a positive integer divisor of \G\ and let n be any

nonnegative integer. Let JÍ be the set of subgroup of G of order dividing m and let

j€* be the set of solvable elements of JÜ. Let W be the set of all cyclic subgroups

ofG.
Then m divides both P(Jf,M,qn) and P(^*,M,qn), and |G|/m(G) divides

P(W,M,qn).

If G ¿ 1, P(S",M,1) = 0 by the definition of p. Furthermore if n > 0,

P(S^, M, qn) is exactly the number of elements in M® Fgn which belong to some

regular G-orbit, see Lemma 2 below. These facts allow one to calculate easily

P(S^,M,x) in certain cases.  For example, if G = GL(n,q) and M is its natural

module, then
n-l

P(<9>,M,x) = H(x-qa),

a=0

as P(S", M, x) is a monic polynomial of degree n with roots 1, q,..., qn~1. Similarly

if G is any finite group, M is any FgG-module and P(S?,M,x) = f(x), then the

corresponding polynomial for the wreath product Sn ~ G, of order n!|G|", acting

on M'n) is

/(*)(/(*) - \G\)(f(x) - 2|G|) ■ ■ ■ (/(*) - (n - 1)|G|),

and for the wreath product Zp ~ G, of order p|G|p, where p is a prime, acting on

M^ is /(i)p(|G|p_1)/(a:), facts which follow from counting the number of elements

in regular orbits in [M ® Fqmyn' for all m > 0.

The above property shows that, when G is a finite group, M is an FgG-module

with Brauer character x and (q, \G\) — 1, then P(^, x, x) = P(S?, M, x) is in fact

the polynomial defined in [8 and 9]. The research in this paper was stimulated by

some conversations with T. Hawkes in which I learned that T. Hawkes and M. Isaacs

had independently considered the polynomials P(<5*', x, x) for different reasons.

Proofs. Denote by O the Burnside ring of G, that is the Grothendieck ring of

finite G-sets. If H is a subgroup of G, denote by (H) the conjugacy class of H

in G and denote by C(G) the set of conjugacy classes of subgroups of G. The set

{G/H : (H) G C(G)} of transitive G-sets is a Z-basis for fi. If H is a subgroup,

we define the map tpn from G-sets to natural numbers by, if A is a G-set,

<f>H(X) = \Cx(H)\.

This can be extended in a natural way to a ring homomorphism 4>B : O —► Z.

We denote by ZC^G' the ring of integer valued functions on C(G) and we define
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0 : n -» ZC(G) by [0(A)] ((#)) = 0H(A) for A G H and (H) G C(G). (¡> is an

injective ring homomorphism. 0(0) is an additive subgroup of ZG'G) of finite index

and |G|ZC(G' Ç 0(f)). Proofs of these elementary properties of Burnside rings may

be found, for example, in [2]. The following lemma is well known.

LEMMA  1.   If X is a G-set then

\{xGX:CG(x) = l}\--    V p(H)<f>H(X).

Furthermore, if Y G VI, then \G\ divides J2He?> p(H)4>n(Y).

PROOF. The number of elements in X which belong to some regular orbit is a

multiple of |G|, so the second part follows from the first by linearity. The first part

is an easy computation:

\{xGX:CG(x) = l}\=Y,        E       /*(#)=   X>(tf)<M*)-
xex i<h<cg{x) Hey

LEMMA 2. Let M be an FgG-module. Consider M ® Fqn as a G-set. Then,

for every subgroup H of G,

4>H(M®Fqn)=qnd{-H\

The number of elements in M®Fqn which belong to some regular G-orbit is exactly
P(<9>,M,qn).

PROOF. If H is any subgroup of G then

CM®Vqn(H) = CM(H)®Vqn.

Since d(H) = dim(CM(H)),

4>H(M®Fqn)=qndW

follows. The second part follows from this and Lemma 1.

Let ä? be a set of subgroups of G closed under conjugation. We denote by e%>

the element of ZG'G) defined by

0    ifH£ä?,

Then, from an earlier remark, \G\eg> G <j>(Q). We define m(S?) to be the smallest

positive integer such that m(ä?)e#> G 0(0). If m is any integer such that me/ e

0(H), then m(3?) divides m. In particular, m(%f) divides |G|.

LEMMA 3. Let m be a positive integer divisor of \G\ and let .<# be the set of

subgroups of G of order dividing m, let J?* be the set of solvable groups in .-# and

let W be the set of cyclic subgroups of G.

Then m(JT) = \G\/m = m(.£") and m{W) = m(G).

PROOF. m(Jf) = \G\/m is Theorem 3.1 in [7]. m(W) = m(G) is Proposition

2.5 in [7]. Let sf be the collection of solvable subgroups of G. Then, it follows from

Proposition 2.1 in [7] that m(s/) — 1. Hence e.a/ G 0(Í2). From e#~ = etV/e# and

0 a ring homomorphism follows that m(^#)e#* G 0(0), i.e., that m(./#*) divides

m(J(). Since gcd{|G : S\ : S G J?*} = \G\/m, Proposition 2.7 in [7] implies that

|G|/m divides m(./#*). Hence m(.<&*) = |G|/m. This concludes the proof of the

lemma.
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THEOREM 4. Let M be an Fq G-module, Sf any subset of S? closed under

conjugation and n>0.

Then \G\lm[ar) divides P(Sf ,M,qn).

PROOF. Consider M ® FQ» as a G-set (as the G-set with one element if n = 0).

Then m(Sf)ese<f>(M ® Fgn) G 0(0) and

{0 if H & 3P

by Lemma 2. Now Lemma 1 implies that |G| divides ^2ue^Tn(ä^)fi(H)qnd^H^. ^

follows, since m(%?) divides |G|, that \G\/m($?) divides P(Sf, M, qn). The theorem

follows.

THEOREM 5. Let x be a character of G and assume that x îS p-rational for

every prime divisor p of \G\/m(äf). Let n be an integer with (n, \G\/m(Sf)) — 1.

Then \G\/m(^) divides P(<T,x,n).
In particular xp~1 — 1 divides P(Sf, x, x) in Fp [x] for every prime divisor p of

|G|/m(JT).

PROOF. If the first part of Theorem 5 holds, then P(äf, x, x) (modp) has every

nonzero value in Fp as a root, by the Chinese Remainder Theorem, and it follows

that xp~1 — 1 divides P(Sf, x,x) (modp). Hence we only need to show the first

part. Let m = [G\/m(äf), let it be the set of prime divisors of m, and let \G\„> be

the 7r'-part of |G|. Since (|G|x',m) = 1 and (n,m) = 1, there exists, by Dirichlet's

Theorem, a prime p such that p = n (modm) and p = 1 (mod |G|,r<).

Let F — Q(e) where e is a primitive |G|ff'th root of 1. Then x(q) £ F for

all g G G, since x is r-rational for every prime r G it. Pick ip any irreducible

character contained in x- Let a be the number of characters in x which are Galois

conjugate over F to if) counting multiplicities. Then [F(x¡)) : F] is a divisor of a. If

we identify the values of %¡j with elements in some algebraic closure of Fp, it follows

from p \ \G\ and (9.14) Theorem in [3] that there exists an Fp(t/>)G-module N with

Brauer character ip. Viewed as an FpG-module, N has as Brauer character the

sum of [Fp(tp) : Fp] Galois conjugates of if). By, for example, Proposition 19 in [6],

[Fp(V') : Fp] divides [F(ip) : F], whence [Fp(^) : Fp] also divides a. We take the

direct sum of a/ [Fp(tp) : Fp] copies of N. We repeat this process for every Galois

conjugacy class over F of characters in x and we denote by M the FpG-module

obtained by taking the direct sum of the modules thus obtained.

Let xo be the Brauer character of M. We can establish a one-to-one correspon-

dence between the irreducible characters of xo (counting multiplicities) and the

irreducible characters of x (counting multiplicities) in such a way that correspond-

ing characters are Galois conjugate over F. It then follows from the definition that

P(<r,x,x) = P(^,Xo,x). Furthermore P(MT,Xo,x) = P(3f,M,x). From The-
orem 4 we obtain that m divides P(%?,M,p), i.e., that P(ä?,x,p) = 0 (modm).

Since p = n (modm) and P(ä?,x,x) is a polynomial with integer coefficients, it

follows that P(Sf ,x,n) = 0 (modm). This concludes the proof of Theorem 5.

PROOF OF COROLLARY A. If P is a p-group and ¿t(P) ^ 0, then P is elementary

Abelian. This well-known fact appears, for example, as Proposition 2.4 in [4].

Hence P(¿P,x,x) = P(S?,x,x). The rest of the theorem follows from Theorem 5

and Lemma 3 by setting m = |G|P, whence JÍ = Jt* = ¿P.
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Corollaries B and C follow immediately from Theorem 5 and Lemma 3. Corollary

D follows likewise from Theorem 4 and Lemma 3.
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